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gin growing again, if only in laboratory cell culture. Koprowski quickly saw
the significance of this difficult procedure, for he soon discoveied that the
only viruses remaining so many years after the original measles infection
were a few damaged leftovers that could barely grow. Rather than concluding
measles virus had nothing to do with SSPE, he employed the new logic o1
virus hunting, inverting this data to argue that defective measles virus caused
SSPEI

Koprowski continued this line of SSPE research for severar more years.
But in 198-s Gajdusek himself enrered the sSPE fray, publishing a paper with
leading AIDS researcher Robert Gallo in which they proposed ttrat Atv, ttre
supposed AIDS virus, caused SSPE while remaining latent. With hardly a
blink, several leading virologists jettisoned the old measles-SSpE hypothesis
in favor of a newly popular, but equally innocent, virus. Not alr viruJhunters
have yet made the switch, but only time will tell.

Multiple sclerosis (MS), the notorious disease that also attacks the ner-
vous system and ultimately kills, has provided yet another opportunity for the
virus hunters. First they blamed measles virus starting in the 1960s, since
many MS patients had antibodies against the virus. Ten years later others
suggested mumps virus, which is sirnilar to measles. The early 1980s brought
the coronavirus hypothesis of MS, this category of virus being better known
for causing some colds. In 1985, with Gajdusek stealing his thunder for
SSPE, Koprowski found his chance to board a new ship. He, too, published a
scientific paper that year with Robert Gallo, in this case arguing that sorne
virus similar to HIV now caused MS. unforlunately for Koprowski, even this
hyothesis was doomed to abandonment in the name of fashion within just a
few years.

Phantorn Viruses and Big Bucks
Most virus hunters prefer chasing real, if harmless, viruses as their

deadly enemies. But Gajdusek's "unconventional" viruses-the ones neither
he nor anyone else have ever found-have been rnaking a comeback in recent
years. Given the abundance of research dollars being poured into biomedical
science by the NIH and other agencies, opportunistic virus hunters have been
finding creative ways to cash in. one increasingly successful method utilizes
modern biotechnology to isolate viruses that may not even exist.

Not surprisingly, the first scientist to invoke this phantom virus method-
ology picked up the abandoned pieces of Gajdusek's work on kuru anrj
scrapie. A professor at the University of california at san Francisco, Stanley
Prusiner believed unreservedly in the notion of "unconventional viruses," ani
wanted to be the person to find out just what they were. Most scientists, taced
with brain tissues that contain no foreign molecules, would hardly know
where to begin, and would sirnply *ni" on to other questions. ilut not
Prusiner. obsessive to a fault, he began arguing in the early 19g0s that the
very definition of a virus should be changed. The basic concept of an infec-
tious microbe incorporates the assumption that it is geneticaliy alien to the
host it invades. Prusiner speculated instead that the scrapie agent could be a
host protein, one of the normal molecules found in healthy brains. Trying to
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explain why only some individuals become sick, he added that the "prion," as

he dubbed these hypothetical inf'ectious proteins, would have to be a mutant

or chemically altered form of the normal protein that could somehow repro-

duce even without its own genetic infbrmation.
This upside-down proposal proved too much to swallow even for the

most dedicated virus hunters, and Prusiner labored under a cloud of contro-

versy fbr years. Then in 1990 he applied the latest high-tech tools to the prob-

lem. Having isolated an alleged prion protein, he genetically engineered a

mutant form of the corresponding human gene into a strain of mice, hoping

they would now develop scrapie. Some of them certainly did, but only
months after they were born. But considering that the change had been made

in their genetic structure, they should have had brain disease the moment they

were born; indeed, their brains should never have fbrmed properly at all'
Worse yet for the Prusiner hypothesis, new prions cannot be found in the

brains of these genetically altered mice. He has never mentioned the

possibility that any random genetic change in mice might as easily induce

sickness. Nor has he advertised the embarrassing discovery of mutant "prion"
proteins in normal, healthy humans.

Yet Prusiner has touted his experiments' dismal results as breakthrough
successes. The virus-chasing establishment, having grown large enough to

hunger for more research avenues, has extended a warm welcome for the

prion hypothesis-even though the prions are not, technically speaking,

viruses. Prusiner was awarded with a prestigious membership in the exclusive
National Academy of Sciences in 1991, and major papers in top scientific
journals now herald his phantom achievements.

Hepatitis, or liver disease, has also yielded profitable virus hunting op-

portunities in recent years. Hepatitis can be a truly painful affliction, starting

iike a flu but progressing to more severe symptoms, including high fevers and

yellow skin. At least three varieties seem to exist. Hepatitis A is easily infec-

tious, spread through unsanitary conditions, and is caused by a well-
characterized virus. Hepatitis B also results from a virus (discovered in the

1960s) and is transmitted mostly between heroin addicts sharing needles,

among sexually active people, or in the Third World from mothers to their
children around birth.

A third type of hepatitis was found in the 1970s, a type restricted to
heroin addicts, alcoholics, and patients who have received blood transfusions.
Most scientists assumed these cases were either hepatitis A or B, until
widespread testing revealed neither virus in the victims. Roughly 35,000
Americans die each year of any type of liver disease, a fraction of those from
this "non-A, n.on-B hepatitis," as it was known for years. This form of hepati-
tis does not behave as an inf-ectious disease, for it rigidly confines itself to
people in well-defined risk groups rather than spreading to larger populations.
This fact has certainly not prevented virologists fiom eyeing the disease,
hoping one day to find a virus causing it.

That day arrived in 1987. The laboratory for the job was no less than the
research facility of the Chiron Corporation, a biotechnology company located
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Their big chance presented itself in tate 1988 as a special request from
Japanese Emperor Hirohito's doctors. The monarch was dying and constantly
needed blood transfusions; could Chiron provide a test to make sure he re-
ceived no blood tainted with hepatitis C? The biotech company jumped at the

opportunity, making for itself such a name in Japan that the Tokyo govern-
ment gave the product its approval within one year. The Emperor died in the

meantime, but excitement over Chiron's test was fueled when the Japanese

government even placed hepatitis C high on its medical priority list. Chiron's
test kit now earns some 60 million dollars annually in that country alone.21

By the middle of 1990, the United States followed suit. The Food and Drug
Administration not only eagerly approved the test, but even recommended the

universal testing of donated blood. The American Association of Blood
Banks yielded to the pressure, mandating the five-dollar test for all 12 million
blood donations made each year in this country-raking in another 60 million
dollars for Chiron while raising the nation's medical costs that much more.
And all this testing is being done for a virus that has still never been isolated.

Whether or not phantom viruses cause disease, they certainly open gold
mines.

Government-backed profits for the test kit have generated another all-
too-common part of virus hunting. Edward Penhoet, CEO for Chiron, also

holds a position as professor on the Berkeley campus of the University of
California. In his same department is professor Donald Glaser, who founded
his own biotech company, Cetus. With Chiron's new income from the hepati-
tis C test, Penhoet's company recently bought out Glaser's company, creating
an extra layer of hidden politics among university faculty.

Unfortunately for Peter Duesberg, who belongs to the same department,
his supervisor is yet another professor who moonlights as a consultant for
Chiron Corporation-and displays intense hostility to Duesberg for challeng-
ing modern virus hunting. Such conflicts of interest have become standard
fixtures in university biology departments, quietly violating the official image
of academic neutrality between colleagues.

The modern biomedical research establishment differs radically from any
previous scientific program in history. Driven by vast infusions of federal
money, it has grown into an enormous and powerful bureaucracy that ampli-
fies obvious rnistakes while stif'ling dissent. Individual researchers have been

forced to specialize in the face of a torrent of useless and misinterpreted data,
hemmed in by heightened peer pressure and commercial conflicts of interest.
Those who play along see their careers advance; those who raise questions
become objects of derision. The public has no choice but to take the momen-
tary "consensus" ofexpert opinion at face value.

Such a process no longer can be called science, which by definition de-
pends on self-correction by internal challenge and debate. With team
cooperation and technical skills having replaced independent thinking, the
virus hunting disasters described in this chapter must inevitably dominate.

Having invented the conceptual tools for blaming innocent viruses as

causes of disease, virologists were finally ready to enter the public spotlight

directly across the bay from San Francisco. Equippe<I with the most advanced
techniques, a research team started its search ln issz by injecting blood from
patients into chimpanzees. None of the monk"yr 

"ont.u"ted 
i'epatitis, al-

though subtle signs vaguely resembling infection or poisoning did appear. For
the next step, the scientists probed liver tissue foi a viruslNone iould be
found. Growing desperate, the team fished even for the smallest footprint of a
virus, finally coming across and greatly amplifying a small piece of genetic
information, encoded in a molecule known as ribonuclei" a.ia IRNA;, tt,ot
did not seem to belong in the host's genetic code. This fragment of presum-
ably foreign RNA, the researchers assume<I, must be the genetic information
of some undetected virus. whatever it was, liver tissue contained it only in
bareiy detectable amounts.

The chiron team used newly available technology to reconstruct pieces
of the mystery virus. Now they could test patients for antibodies against this
hypothetical virus, and soon discovered that only a slight majority of non-A,
non-B hepatitis patients had any evidence of these molecules in tireir bodies.
Koch's first postulate, of course, demands that a truly hannful virus be found
in huge quantities in every single patient. For that matter, his second postulate
requires that the virus pafticles be isolated and grown, although this iupposed
virus has never been found intact. And the third postulate insists thainewly
infected animals, such as chimpanzees, shourd get the clisease when injectei
with the virus. Thus this hypothetical microbe fails all three tests. But Koch's
standards were the furthest thing from the mincls of the chiron scientists, who
announced in 1987 they had finally fbund the ..hepatitis C,' virus.

Now more paradoxes are confronting the virus hypothesis. Huge
numbers of people testing positive for hepatitis C virus niver develop aiy
symptoms of the disease, even though the "virus" is no less active in their
bodies than in hepatitis patients. Ancl according to a recent large-scale study
of people watched for eighteen years, those with signs of ,.inf'ec"tion" live just
as long as those without. Baffled by these embirrassing facts, scientists
defend their still-elusive virus by giving it an undefined latent period
extending into decades. In other words, a virus that may not even exist will
now take longer than your lifetime to kill you.

Such nonsense does not faze the virus-hunting research establishment,
though. Indeed, rewards are generally showered rpon ury new virus hypoth-
esis' no matter how bizarre. chiron did not spencl iive yeirs pursuing itJown
virus.for nothing; they immediatery began iashing in on the expeisiue re-
search program. Having patented the test for the virus, the company put it
into production and began a publicity cainpaig, to win powerful'allils. The
NlH-supported virology establishment soon lent the full weight of its
credibility to the hepatitis c virus camp, but chiron needed 

*a 
special

attention-getting stunt to help sell the test. As Chiron's CEo, Edward
Penhoet, boasted, "We have a blockbuster producl.',26 They wanted more
than just approval from the Food and Drug Administraiion (FDA); a
regulatory order to test the blood supply would reap enormous sales for
Chiron.


